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Africa is the premier journal devoted to the 
study of African societies and culture. Editorial 
policy encourages an ethnographic and 
interdisciplinary approach, involving humanities, 
social sciences, and environmental studies. We 
publish theoretically informed ethnographies, and 
studies of social relations 'on the ground' which 
are sensitive to local cultural forms. Africa aims to 
give increased attention to African production of 
knowledge, highlighting the work of local African 
thinkers and writers, and emerging social and 
cultural trends.
A full listing of the editorial board is available at 
journals.cambridge.org/afr-editorialboard

The ‘Local Intellectuals’ Strand

Edited by Karin Barber, this thematic strand on 'local intellectuals' 
highlights obscure or unpublished texts by Africans writing outside 
the academic or literary mainstream. These shed a fascinating light on 
local life in Africa. Online publication makes it possible to reproduce 
extensive local texts in their entirety, as a supplement to articles 
published in the journal.

Recent Special Issues

t Performing Space in Urban Africa 

t Popular Economies in South Africa  

t  Land Politics in Africa

Africa Bibliography

Published since 1984, 
Africa Bibliography is an 
authoritative guide to works 
in African studies and 
records the previous year's 
published work in the fi eld. 
An online database is also 
available to subscribers, 
offering a rich, interactive and easily searchable resource for all scholars 
interested in the study of Africa.
Search the Africa Bibliography at africabibliography.cambridge.org

International African Library

The International African Library (IAL) is a major monograph series 
from the International African Institute. Theoretically informed 
ethnographies have long been central to the Institute's publications 
programme. The IAL includes works focused on the linkages between 
local, national and global levels of society; writings on political 
economy and power; studies at the interface of the socio-cultural and 
the environmental; analyses of the roles of religion, cosmology and 
ritual in social organisation; and historical studies, especially those of 
a social, cultural or interdisciplinary character.
Discover the titles from the IAL at 
www.internationalafricaninstitute.org/publishing/library.html

The International African Institute

The IAI was founded in 1926 in London as the International Institute 
of African Languages and Cultures. Over the years, the IAI has played 
a pioneering role in promoting African studies through facilitating 
research, scholarly publishing about Africa, and a variety of other 
programmes including hosting seminars and lectures.
For more details, visit www.internationalafricaninstitute.org
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